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Agency overview

The Parliamentary Counsel's Office is headed by the Parliamentary Counsel and is a Public Service

executive agency related to the Department of Premier and Cabinet under lhe Government Sector

Employment Act 2013. The Parliamentary Counsel's Office provides a comprehensive and integrated range

of high quality services for the drafting, development and publication of legislation and the giving of advice

and information about legislation (comprising Bills, amendments in committee, regulations, planning

instruments and other statutory instruments). The Parliamentary Counsel's Office provides services to the

Government and to the Opposition and other non-Government Members of Parliament.

Primary purpose of the role

As the Agency Head, this role leads the Office in the development and drafting of the Government's entire

legislative program, the drafting of legislation for non-government members and the publication of

legislation and information about legislation. The Parliamentary Counsel is the State's senior professional

legislative counsel and is the key role in the Statute law making process of NSW.

Key accountabilities
. Lead the Office in the provision of drafting, publishing and related programs described in the Office's

Business Plan within the timeframes and to the standards outlined in that Plan.
. Lead the development of legislative proposals and legislative policy, including personally drafting or

settling items of sensitive or urgent legislation, resulting in high quality legislation.
. Make recommendations on the Government's legislation program and priorities, advising on the

status of draft Bills as a member of the Cabinet Standing Committee on Legislation and advising

Ministers and departments on legislative proposals and policy and procedural implications.
. Manage the financial and staffing resources of the Office to ensure that the Office operates

efficiently and effectively within budget, that staff are appropriately trained and developed to achieve

their objectives and that the appropriate technology and tools are provided to ensure a high

standard of drafting and publishing output.
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Lead the Australasian Parliamentary Counsel's Committee (as Secretary/Chair) while the
Secretariat for the Committee remains in NSW, including co-ordinating and progressing the
development of uniform national or interstate legislation for COAG and other ministerial councils.
Lead the development of policies, procedures and systems to ensure the availability of up-to-date
legislation and information about legislation, for use by the Government, the professions and the
general public.

Key challenges

. Ensuring the legislation produced by the Office meets the high quality standards required, given it is
subject to a high level of critical scrutiny and is often produced within tight timeframes and under
enormous pressure.

. Managing the competing priorities of the full range of drafting and publishing programs run by the
Office.

. Managing stakeholder expectations, particularly given many do not correctly understand the
pressures and difficulties of producing legislation and the time it takes to produce Bills of the
expected quality.

. Managing the competing priorities of Ministries, agencies and Members of Parliament without
betraying confidences or compromising the positions of the respective clients.

. Achieving the correct balance between the desires of individual sponsoring departments and
broader governmental policies, including being attuned to the political realities of the day.

Key relationships

Ministerial

a

Who whv

The Premier The role is responsible to the Premier for the operations of the
Parl iam entary Counsel's Office.

Ministers attending Legislation

Committee meetings or promoting

legislation and their staff

lnternal

To provide advice to the Legislation Committee on draft Bills being
considered for introduction and to seek advice on priorities and
scheduling for introduction of Bills; and to provide advice on legislative
proposals.

All Deputy and Assistant Parliamentary

Counselroles
ln relation to progress and priorities for drafting programs; knowledge
management; and legal staff development matters.

Director, Governance and Operations ln relation to office management matters, including finance, HR and
governance issues, and Bill publishing and related operational
matters.

Director, Legislative Systems ln relation to legislative systems and operations and progress on
related projects.

Legislative drafting officers, including
contract drafters

ln relation to individualdrafting projects and to provide specialist
advice on specific drafting matters.

All other employees

External

As head of office, in relation to all relevant operational and staff
development matters.

The Secretary, Department of Premier

and Cabinet
ln relation to Senior Executives and other cluster matters
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whvWho

General Counsel, DPC and the

Premier's Office

To provide and seek advice in relation to government priorities for

legislation and to on related policy matters.

lndividual Members of Padiament and

their staff

To discuss instructions, develop draft legislation and provide other

legislative advice.

I nstructi ng officers from departm ents

and other agencies

To discuss instructions, develop draft legislation and provide other

legislative advice.

Parliamentary Counsel from other
jurisdictions and their staff

As Secretary/Chair of the Australasian Parliamentary Counsel's

Committee in relation to uniform drafting projects and other heads of
offices matters.

Clerks of Legislative Assembly and

Legislative Council

ln relation to the legislation Parliamentary support functions provided

by the Parliamentary Counsel's Office.

Role dimensions
Decision mak¡ng

This role has the highest degree of freedom to exercise professional judgment in relation to the quality,

integrity and legality of legislation within the parameters of the intentions of the Government or Member of
Parliament as to the nature, general direction and substantive content of the legislation. ln addition to

managing and guiding the work of drafting and publishing staff, the role is also responsible for a high

volume of hands-on drafting work, which tends to involve the more complex or sensitive projects requiring

the skills and judgment of an experienced drafter. This role is responsible for all matters relating to the
management of Parliamentary Counsel's Office's programs and operations.

Reporting line
. The Premier-in relation to responsibility for the Parliamentary Counsel's Office.
. The Secretary, Department of Premier and Cabinet-in relation to Senior Executive employment

and other cluster matters.

Direct reports
. Deputy Parliamentary Counsel (4)
. Director, Governance and Operations
. Director, Legislative Systems

ln addition

The Principal Assistant Parliamentary Counsel, Senior Assistant Parliamentary Counsel, and

Assistant Parliamentary Counsel (7 roles) report directly to the Parliamentary Counsel in relation to
any sub-programs they manage or on specific drafting projects

Any of the Legislative Drafting Officers (between 14 and 19) may report directly to the Parliamentary

Counselfrom time to time in relation to specific drafting projects.

BudgeUExpenditure

The office has an annual recurrent budget of approximately $10 million. The position has expenditure

delegation of $1 million.
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Essential requ irements

The role requires admission as a legal practitioner with a current practising certificate as a barrister;
extensive legislative drafting experience; and extensive knowledge of NSW laws and constitutional law,
parliamentary and legislative processes and legislative publishing processes and technology. Experience in

managing a legislative drafting and publishing operation, including strategic financial and personnel
management.

Capabilities for the role
The NSW Public Sector Capability Framework applies to all NSW public sector employees. The Capability
Framewo rk is avai lab le at vvww. psc. nsw. q ov. au/capa bi I itvf ra m ework

Gapability summary

Below is the full list of capabilities and the level required for this role. The capabilities in bold are the focus
capabilities for this role. Refer to the next section for further information about the focus capabilities.
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NSW Public Sector Capability Framework

Capability Group
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Gapability Name

Display Resilience and Courage

Act with lntegrity

Manage Self

Value Diversity

Level

Advanced

Highly Advanced

Highly Advanced

Advanced

H
Communicate Effectively

Commit to Customer Service

Work Collaboratively

lnfluence and Negotiate

Highly Advanced

Highly Advanced

Advanced

Highly Advanced
ne*od¡p¡

ú

Deliver Results

Plan and Prioritise

Think and Solve Problems

Dem onstrate Accou ntabil ity

Highly Advanced

Highly Advanced

Advanced

Highly Advanced
tre,¡uh*

#
Bushess
Eneblers

Finance

Technology

Procurement and Contract Management

Project Management

Advanced

Advanced

Advanced

Advanced

Ë
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Manage and Develop People

lnspire Direction and Purpose

Optimise Business Outcomes

Manage Reform and Change

Highly Advanced

Advanced

Highly Advanced

Advanced

Gapability Group Gapability Name Level

Statutory lnterpretation

Legislative Development and Drafting

LegalAdvice

Level 4

Level 4

Level 4

Focus capabilities

The focus capabil¡ties for the role are the capabilities in which occupants must demonstrate immediate

competence. The behavioural indicators provide examples of the types of behaviours that would be

expected at that level and should be reviewed in conjunction with the role's key accountabilities.

NSW Public Sector Gapability Framework

Group and Capability

Personal Attributes

Level

Advanced

Behavioural lndicators
. Stay calm and act constructively in highly pressured and

un predictable environments

Ã dils
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NSW Public Sector Capability Framework

Group and Capability

Display Resilience and

Courage

Relationships

Com m unicate Effectively

Relationships

lnfluence and Negotiate

Results

Plan and Prioritise

Level

Highly Advanced

Highly Advanced

Highly Advanced

Behavioural lndicators
. Give frank, honest advice in the face of strong, contrary

views
. Accept criticism of own ideas and respond in a thoughtful

and considered way
. Welcome new challenges and persist in raising and

working through novel and difficult issues
. Develop effective strategies and show decisiveness in

dealing with emotionally charged situations, difficult and

controversial issues
. Articulate complex concepts and put fon¡rard compelling

arguments and rationales to all levels and types of
audiences

. Speak in a highly articulate and influential manner

. State the facts and explain their implications for the
organisation and key stakeholders

. Promote the organisation's position with authority and
cred ibility cross-governm ent, cross-jurisd ictional ly and
outside of government

. Actively listen, and identify ways to ensure all have an

opportu nity to contribute
. Anticipate and address key areas of interest for the

audience and adapt stvle under pressure
. Engage in a range of approaches to generate solutions,

seeking expert inputs and advice to inform negotiating
strategy

. Use sound arguments, strong evidence, and expert
opinion to influence outcomes

. Determine and communicate the organisation's position

and bargaining strategy
. Represent the organisation in critical negotiations,

including those that are cross-jurisdictional, achieving
effective solutions in challenging relationships, ambiguous
and conflicting positions

. Pre-empt and avoid conflict across organisations and with
senior internal and external stakeholders

. ldentify contentious issues, direct discussion and debate,
and steer parties towards an effective resolution

. Establish broad organisationalobjectives, ensure that

these are the focus for all planning activities and
communicate to staff

. Understand the organisation's current and potential future
role within government and the community, and plan

appropriately
. Ensure effective governance frameworks and guidance

enable high quality strategic, corporate, business and

operational planning
. Consider emerging trends, identify long-term

opportunities and align organisational requirements with
desired whole-of-qovernment outcomes
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NSW Public Sector Capability Framework

Group and Capability Level

Business Enablers

Finance

Advanced

People Management Highly Advanced

Manage and Develop People

People Management

Optimise Business

Outcomes

Highly Advanced

Behavioural lndicators
. Drive initiatives in an environment of ongoing, widespread

change, including whole-of-qovernment policv directions
. Apply a thorough understanding of recurrent and capital

financial terminology, policies and processes to planning,

forecasting and budget preparation and management
. ldentify and analyse trends, review data and evaluate

business options to ensure business cases are financially

sound
. Assess relative cost benefits of direct provision or

purchase of services
. Understand and promote the role of sound financial

management and its impact on organisational

effectiveness
. lnvolve specialist financial advice in review and evaluation

of systems and processes used to identify opportunities

for improvement
. Respond to financial and risk management audit

outcomes, addressing areas of non-compliance
. Ensure performance development frameworks are in

place to manage staff performance, drive development of
organisational capability and undertake succession
planning

. Drive executive capability development and ensure

effective succession management practices
. lmplement effective approaches to identify and develop

talent across the organisation
. Model and encourage a culture of continuous learning

and leadership, which values high levels of constructive

feedback, and exposure to new experiences
. lnstil a sense of urgency around addressing and resolving

team and individual performance issues and ensure that

this is cascaded throughout the organisation
. Ensure that organisational architecture is aligned to the

organisation's goals and responds to changes over time
. Engage in strategic workforce planning, and strategic

resource utilisation to ensure achievement of both the

organisation's aims and goals and government's

objectives
. Align workforce resources and talent with organisational

priorities

Occupation Specific Capabilities-Legislative

Group and Gapability

Statutory lnterpretation

Level

Level 4

Behavioural lndicators
. ldentify and solve highly complex statutory interpretation

problems through application of an extensive knowledge
of the legislative process and common law, and resolve

com peting i nterpretations.
. Make use of extrinsic materials to resolve
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NSW Public Sector Capability Framework

Group and Gapability Level

Legislative Development Level 4

and Drafting

LegalAdvice Level 4

Behavioural lndicators

ambiguity and highly complex or challenging statutory
interpretation issues, consistent with legislative and
com mon law requirements.

. Understand and apply current legislation relating to
interpretation of statutes to solve highly complex
interpretation issues.

. Solve complex and challenging statutory interpretation
problems through an extensive understanding of the
structure and operation of Acts and subordinate
legislation.

. Provide expert advice and insight into the preferred

legislative mechanisms for developing significant,
complex or sensitive legislation and the potential impact of
complex legislative or legal policy proposals.

. Determine and resolve complex and politically sensitive
issues relating to legislation and legislative proposals and
provide drafting guidance in relation to such issues.

. Provide leadership in determining the preferred legislative

options for resolving complex incomplete or politically

sensitive policy proposals.
. Draft and settle significant and complex legislation

(including uniform legislation) which resolves legislative
issues arising from Cabinet decisions and maintains legal
integrity.

. Lead the development of legislative drafting policy, style
and practices.

. Provide guidance on complex issues concerning client
identity, multiple clients, scope of instructions, purpose,

sensitivity or urgency.
. Provide guidance and leadership on legal issues relating

to vulnerable clients, including where capacity may be in
issue or where ethical or cross-cultural issues arise.

. Apply a high level understanding and expert analysis of
policy, probity and operational issues to provide solutions
and options to resolve complex and sensitive legal
questions.

. Review legal risk management across the organisation

and advise on the strategic, commercialand policy
considerations of decisions.

. Review internal legal capacity and expertise and develop
options for the provision of legal services, including
managing cost and tender processes.

. Monitor and review relationships with external legal

services providers and evaluate cost effectiveness,
timeliness and quality of services provided.

. Provide professionalsupervision to other legal roles in

preparing legal advice, to assist in their professional

development and assure the quality of the advice
provided.
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